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A proof is presented that the random sieve, a stochastic analogue of the sieve 
of Eratosthenes, generates sequences of numbers approximating the density of 
primes. The expected number E,,[h] of such numbers less than n satisfies 
&[hlMrr) --, 1 
and the actual number h(n), on any trial, approximates r(n) in the sense of the 
weak law of large numbers. Some additional results are given. 
Let an infinite sequence of natural numbers 2, s1 , s2 ,..., be produced as 
follows. From the initial sequence 2, 3,4,..., each n > 2 is subject to a 
process of random deletion, having an independent probability l/2 of 
surviving. Let s, be the first number not deleted. Then a new wave of 
independent trials occurs, each remaining n > s, being removed with 
probability I/s, . The first number s, which survives now initiates a third 
wave, in which each surviving n > s2 is deleted with probability I/s, . This 
process is repeated incessantly. 
In a previous paper the above “random sieve” [l] was developed as a 
Stochastic analogue of the sieve of Eratosthenes, and also of other deter- 
ministic sieves such as the “lucky number” sieve described independently 
by ErdGs and Ulam 12, 31. The latter sieve generates an infinite sequence 
of survivors with density WI/log n. Some related topics have been dis- 
cussed in a series of papers [4-61. 
A random sieve has a different character from either of the above, in 
that it does not generate any specific sequence but defines a probability 
measure on the set of all possible sequences. 
The random sieve is conceived in the spirit of providing definitions of 
normality for sieve-generated sequences. A meaning of “normal” in this 
context is analogous to ,that of normal numbers, first studied by Borel. The 
first result to be proved below is that the expected value E,[h] of 
the number h of survivors less than n is -n/log n N n(n). The second is 
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that any actual h(n) will almost certainly approximate n/log n, in a sense 
to be defined. 
One would like to obtain from the study of an appropriate probabilistic 
model certain ideas which would lead to fruitful lines of research in the 
distribution of the actual primes. The present model seems to offer more 
toward these ends than does the model proposed by Cramer [7], which 
simply assigns the probability l/log n to the survival of each n > 2. The 
random sieve embodies a generative algorithm for the primes, whereas 
Cramer’s model presupposes the prime number theorem. The Cramer 
model treats the occurrence of “primes” as independent events. The 
theory of the random sieve, on the other hand, owes its principal difficulty 
and interest to the fact that this assumption of independence is false. The 
sieving operation intrinsically implies a kind of “feed back” in which the 
occurrence of a new “prime” decreases the probability for later 
occurrences. On the other hand the appearance of “twin primes” is more 
probable than the product of their separate probabilities. 
The model considered below is only the simplest random sieve. One may 
define a series of increasingly restrictive side-conditions, modifying the 
sieve in the direction of greater resemblance to the prime-number sieve. 
Thus it may be stipulated that a survivor s will not remove any number 
n < s2. But it appears good strategy to explore first the simplest case and 
its implications. 
Let a sequence of probability spaces (9, , 9, ,...} be defined by 
where A, = (2, 3,4 ,..., n}. Qfl is the class of subsets of A, which include 
2, and p,(B) is the probability that all numbers in B E ol, survive a random 
sieve, while all numbers in A,B E CV,, are eliminated. 
The probability measure is defined recursively. Let S,, signify the ultimate 
survival of n in the random sieve. For each B, = (2, s1 , s, ,..., xi} in 0& 
there exist two sequences in C&,, , namely B,S,+l = (2, s, , s2 ,..., si} and 
Be%+, = (2, s, > 82 ,..., si , IZ + l}. Givenp(B,) on the space P)n , p(B,S,+l) 
on the space !Y.n+l is defined by 
where 
P(&+I/B~) = X(&) = m’ (1 - -rl,-, 
n 
is itself a random variable defined on ~9% . By the addition p(B,S,+,) + 
p(B,S,+l) = p(B,) it is shown that 8, C 8,+, . 
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The expected value of X, , 
= P(&+,) (4) 
= P(&h r B 1, 
where Z$,$ signifies the survival of n + r up to sieving by survivors not 
greater than n. 
The k-th moment of X, 
where the ri , 1 < i < k are positive and distinct. 0& has only one element, 
2, and A&) = 1, P&I&) = p(h) = 6 
Now let 
fnW = P(xi = x)9 (6) 
F,(x) = PGG < 4. (7) 
Using the Stieltjes integral, 
KLI = J‘,u x@&), (8) 
EIX,lC] = jaw x%il’J&). (9) 
By direct computation, 
Px B 
few=[l 0 * otherwise, 2 
f&l = 
1 0 +
t * z3 
otherwise, B 293 
$ s 293 4 
f 3 29% 4 
.hw = 4 3 2, 393 
-8 ;) 2, 394 
0 otherwise. 
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And for n 2 2, 
which follows immediately from (3). Equation (10) may be rewritten in 
the form 
AfnW = x +fn (XT) - xfn(x). (11) 
In what follows use is made of the Laplace transform 
dF,(x) = E[emAXn], 
of the derivative operator DA = d/dh, and its integral inverse D;l. 
The indicated integrations for transforming (11) are 
I m A dF,$x) e-Ax = Ay#), 0 
I 
m 
x dF,(x) e-l\” = - D,p,(X), 
0 
while with x’ = x(n + 1)/n, e--AZ = e-Az’eA”‘ln+l, 
s gl x G dF,, (x q) e-“* = 6 kzo (n +“;i: k, x’ dFn(x’) e+ 0 
Thus (11) transforms into 
= -e -hD~intlD~~,(h). 
AC&) = (1 - eWAD”‘“+“) D,+cp,(h) (12) 
Use may now be made of the fact that the k-th negative derivative of the 
Laplace transform v(h) of F(x) is equal, at X = 0, to the k-th moment of 
the distribution F: 
where k is any integer. For convenience one may write E]XBk] = E,&$]. 
The indicated operation gives, from (12) 
AD,Ly,@ = ](l - +)k e-“DA’nil - 11 D~+‘~,,(X) 
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as can be verified inductively by noticing that 
DhleeA DA’n+1 
= 
1 ' )-'e-'D"/R+l~,-l~ 
nfl 
At A = 0 this gives 
OE,[xJq = [ (1 - --&)” - 11 &w+‘l- (13) 
Equation (13) may also be derived (for positive k) by elementary 
probability consideration, using (4) and (5). 
Fork = -1 (13) says 
and with initial condition &[+I = 2 
G-1 
E&-l] = T ; + 2 = L,-, + 1 (14) 
= log n + O(1). 
En[rl] is the expected value of the interval s - n, where s is the first 
survivor greater than 12. 
In dealing with other values of k in (13) a crucial inequality is that of 
Schwartz [8]. If u and D are arbitrary random variables defined on the 
same probability space, E2[uu] < E[u2] E[02]. Putting u = ~@-l)/~ and 
u = -#+1)/2 9 
E,[xkf’] E,,[xk-‘1 > En2[x”]. (15) 
Writing (13) with k = 1 in the form 
dE,l[x] = {(n + 1) E$[x2] Ee2[x] - E&z]}-l, 
together with k = 1 in (15), implies 
dE,-lbl Z & 
and 
E,-W b L, , 
(16) 
(17) 
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which with (14) implies 
-WI = & + 0 (&) = & + 0 (&). 
A similar argument leads to 
&tx21 = + + 0 (A). 12 
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(19) 
Given these results a more refined argument expresses the moments of 
the random variable x by asymptotic series involving the negative 
moments-which are computable in closed form-as coefficients. For the 
first moment of a+, write E&l] = L,-, + 1 = M,, , so that 
pk.n = E&-l - M,Jk] = E&C-~] - ~M,E,[x-~+~] 
+ **a + (-l)k M,k (20) 
defines the k-th central moment of x-l. Taking first differences of both 
sides of (20) and using (13), plus the fact that 
we find that terms in (l/n) drop out of the equation for L$..L~,~ and the result 
gives 
pk.n -pk (21) 
so that all central moments are finite. 
Now the identity 
M,x = 
1 
1 + ( l’xM,Mn) 
= 1 _ (x-l - WJ + 6-l - NJ2 
WI M7a2 
- . . . + (-l)d 1 x’“-;-elM”e 1 
12 
(22) 
gives the corresponding equation in terms of expectation values, 
E,[x] = & + B& - .$t$ + . . . + (- 1)” EJx(xGny M~)el . (23) 
n 
With respect to the last term the Schwartz inequality, 
E,“[x(x-l - M,Je] < E,Jx21 J%&+ - MJ2e] 
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leads, from (19), to 
(24) 
where the constants implied by the order function are at most f.@. 
A similar argument for xk results in the asymptotic series 
1 E,,[x”] = - 
( ) 
k + 1 ~2.n k + 2 
M,,” 2 M;+= ( ) 
P3.n 
3 
1 . . . . 
M;+a (25) 
Let h(B,) be the number of survivors < IZ in the random sieve. In place 
of (10) one now has 
&xx, 4 = x qLfn (x2g , h - 1) - xfn(x, 4. (26) 
Its two-dimensional Laplace transform, 
which by repeated partial differentiation, with A = p = 0, implies 
4J~l = ~%[4, (28) 
AEJxh] = -& E,Jx2] - + Kzb2~l, (29) 
4&b24 = (*), &[+Y + &y2 J%W~l9 (30) 
dE,[P] = 2E,Jxh] + E&l. ’ (31) 
The indicated summations may be performed with the aid of the partial 
summation formula Z(U,B F’,) = U,V, - Z( V,+,d U,). This leads to 
(32) 
(33) 
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so that the variance of h, 
I/,[hl = &WI - &y/z] = 0 (-$). 
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(34) 
Let 0(n) be a slowly increasing function. Specifically, let 
so that 0(n) V’,‘a[h]/E,[h] = o(l); then from Chebychev’s inequality 
Thus the difference ( h(n)/E,[h] - 1 / can almost certainly be made as 
small as we please for n large enough. This theorem holds for a single n and 
does not imply convergence in probability. Equation (31) may be extended, 
however, as follows. For definiteness choose 0, = log113 rl. Choose an 
infinite sequence of numbers, (n, , n, ,..., n, ,...,) so that n, = [erz], where 
[t] is the greatest integer less than t. Then P(n,) = r-4/3 and for each r 
But the probability that the inequality fails for any of the infinite sequence 
(nl. , n2 ,...,) beyond n, is less than 
Thus almost certainly 
&3 - J%p1 - 4%>. (36) 
Another easy strong law result, from the Chebychev inequality applied 
to E&-l] and E,[x-~], is that with probability 1 there is an n, such that 
for all n > n, there is always a survivor between n2+s and (n + 1)2+‘. 
The general statistical behavior of the sieve may be summarized by 
comparison with the Cramer model in which P(S,) = I/log n and the S, 
are independent events. For that model the variance V,[h] is @n/log n) but 
not smaller, in comparison with our V#] = O(n2/log4 n). 
On the other hand the product X, = nImeB (1 - l/m), which for the 
sieve model has a variance V,Jx] = O(l/log” n>: in the Cramer model is a 
product of independent random variables and has a variance which is not 
better than O(l/log2 n). 
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From the latter aspect of the random sieve we may conclude that 
fluctuations tend to be self-correcting; from the former, that the period of 
this self-correction lengthens exponentially, as is suggested by (32). In a 
single experimental trial of the sieve the value of X, is likely to wander in 
the neighborhood of E&c] but after a fluctuation the discrepancy will 
persist for increasingly long periods, and it is this persistence which is 
responsible for the large variance of h(n). h(n) would have a much smaller 
variance if measured from a local average density rather than from E,[h]. 
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